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• Shipment Overview
• Customer satisfaction trends
• DP3 ‘Deep Dive’
• Capacity concerns
• Targeted ‘Open Season’ planning
• Rate filing, battle rhythm review
• Base access
• Saved rounds
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 HHG Volume
• 367,154 DPS shipments FY16
• ~430K total 

 ~41% of volume during Peak Season
• 150,047 DPS shipments in peak season

 88 - 92% ‘satisfied’ or better

Household Goods (HHGs) Shipment Pick Ups

‘Peak of the Peak’



Customer Satisfaction Trends
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 Reflects percentage “satisfied”

• Rated “satisfactory”, “good” or “excellent”

• Room for improvement reflects “unsatisfactory” or “poor” scores

 Overall positive trends

 Survey ethics
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Problem Statement:  
The DoD’s end-to-end household goods value chain lacks the unity of  effort and alignment required to consistently

produce high quality relocation services for Service Members, DoD Civilians and their Families. 

Program Accountability 
(SDDC PP)

Family Relocation 
Experience 
(USTC J4-P)

Entitlements & 
Standardization
(OSD TP, P&R)

Automation 
(USTC PEO-T)

DP3 
Operational 

Planning 
Team

Improved 
Customer 

Experience

Institutionalized 
governance & continuous 

improvement

Increase personal 
engagement & 

customer outreach

Expand & develop 
joint training 
opportunities

Revise acquisition & 
development strategy

Defense Personal Property Program (DP3) “Deep Dive”



Capacity Concerns
Situation
• Peak season, ‘peak of the peak’ (mid June – Fourth of July)
• Industry reports continued driver shortages & increased containerization through ‘crate/freight’ 

(TSP decision) or Code 2 bookings (govt decision)
• Agent capacity (in some areas) became limiting factor during peak of peak

• Workforce characteristics (employment opportunities, can be locally driven)
• TSP communications & compensation
• PCS policies (distribution of orders, management of queues)

Oversight
• Monitored through blackout/suspension ratio, Services “No Capacity Reports” & weekly 

cooperative interaction
• Customer feedback (social media, services inquiries)
Mitigation
• Short fuse expansion to 10 days continued as a key tool used to get at capacity more quickly 

during peak of peak 
• Sub-optimal:  Evaluate as stop gap to blackout and booking improvements

• Additional tools include Code 2, Direct Procurement Method, proactive quality assurance and 
increased lead time (PCS orders, PPSO efficiency)

• DP3 targeted ‘Open Season’ event
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Domestic No Capacity Reports
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Open Season Criteria*
• Valid Standard Carrier Alpha Code (SCAC)

• Registered in Third Party Payment System (TPPS)

• Active in System for Award Management (SAM)

• Active in Unified Carrier Registration (UCR)

• Registered with Secretary of State 

• 5 consecutive years of commercial experience 

• Active Operating Authority Motor Carrier (MC) or Freight Forwarder (FF) only 

* Reference SDDC Regulation 55-4



• Cargo liability insurance minimum $50,000

• Performance bond with minimum of $50,000

• Financials with a minimum Debt to Equity Ratio of 4-to-1 and a Quick 
Ratio of 1-to-1

• Open Seasons will be conducted where additional capacity is needed as 
determined by SDDC.

• SDDC reserves the right to adjust timelines and other parameters for 
each open season based on the needs of the program

• Any adjustments to the requirements in 55-4 will be included in the Open 
Season announcement

Open Season Criteria (cont)



Targeted Open Season (notional)
Must comply with criteria in the SDDC Regulation 55-4 and proposed:

• limiting new entrants to certain origins/destinations that have demonstrated shortage 
of capacity

• limiting to those with a warehouse and/or equipment who currently operate in 
capacity constrained areas

• limiting to those who are not already in domestic common financial and administrative 
control with an approved DP3 TSP

• limiting to those not already representing approved DP3 TSPs under exclusive 
restricted contracts limiting hauling capabilities to that approved DP3 TSP

• requiring new entrant to directly manage their accounts and company for a minimum 
period of time

• 1 – 5 year probationary period of evaluation 



Open Season Timeline (notional)
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Federal Register Process

10 Mar 17

1 May – 1 Jul 17

Open DPS  For Open Season Qualification 31 Aug 17

TSP’s Apply For DP3 1-15 Sep 17

Initial Planning

Finalize Criteria

2 Dec 16 – 20 Jan

Post Final Open Season Announcement 3-31 July  17

SDDC Process/Evaluate Applications, Post Results 15 Sep – 20 Oct 17

Services/Industry Input 17 Feb 17

Annual Rate Filing Notifications Dec 17

Annual Rate Filing Process Dec 17 – Mar 18

New Entrants in Program for Peak Season 2018 Mar 18



Novations
Per SDDC Regulation 55-4 (19 May 2016, Paragraph 5):

• All DOD approved TSPs are required to notify SDDC within 45 calendar days of the date of a 
change of ownership….”

• Fill out a “Change of Ownership Novation” in DPS found under the Qualifications tab. 

• Signed copy of the Novation agreement must be printed from DPS and submitted to SDDC.

• Approval will be based on a review of the sales agreement and evidence to show that the new 
TSP complies with all qualification/quality requirements. 

• The new asset owner (transferee) must assume all obligations of the transferor. SDDC may 
request current reviewed or audited financials. 

• SDDC may require additional supporting documentation to substantiate the Change of 
Ownership in the program, including (but not limited to): 

• Purchase agreements (SJA review)
• Notarized/certified bills of sale/closing statement
• Reviewed or audited financials
• Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMSCA) review (operating authority, company name, etc)
• Wills, tax identification numbers, or other documentation

• The more information you can provide the smoother the process will be!



2017 Rate Filing Timeline Recap

• Timeline
Repeated earlier start used in 2016
Round 1 Dates 12 Jan – 20 Jan 2017
Round 2 Dates 12 Feb- 18 Feb 2017

• What worked
RFQ Workbench
Bulk Rate Filing
Fewer tickets than past years

• Issues and concerns
Extended Round 2

 Impact of ETA outage

Extensive database scripts and review process
 Rate Filing Redesign being planned to streamline and automate
 Tentatively scheduled for Dec 17 
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2017 Rate Filing and Peak Season 
Preparation
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• Benefits of timeline:
 Stabilizes planning factors
Requires timely feedback

 TSP review of rankings before 
TDL goes live (new TDL avail 6 
Mar 17)

 Avoids shipment queue buildup
 Schedule flexibility
 Helps TSP plan 

resources/blackouts

• Next Steps:
 Provide peak season shipment 

details in queue to industry for 
planning purposes (28 Feb-3 
Mar)

 Provide TSP rankings before 
TDL goes live (new TDL avail 6 
Mar 17)



Base Access Update
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• The 2017 National Defense Authorization Act passed by Congress on Dec. 8 2016 
contains a provision that will permit truck drivers to soon use their Transportation 
Worker Identification Credential as sole proof of identity when entering any of the 
nation’s 700 military installations. 

• This is a MAJOR step to compel the DoD to accept the TWIC tor identity proofing
• At present, installation commanders have the authority to set their own requirements 

for unescorted access, and some have not accepted the TWIC as a singular 
identification credential.

• The NDAA says the secretary of defense, while he is developing and fielding 
physical access standards, capabilities, processes and electronic access control 
systems, “shall, to the maximum extent practicable, ensure that the Transportation 
Worker Identification Credential shall be accepted as a valid credential for unescorted 
access to Department of Defense installations by transportation workers."



Base Access Update
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• The TWIC card is a secure and tamper-resistant “smart” card identification credential 
with features such as an integrated circuit chip, digital certificates and biometric 
identifiers. It was mandated by Congress in 2002 and originally intended to enhance 
security at seaports

• The bill does not say how soon DoD should accept the TWIC
• The legislation does not change guidance that military facilities also should perform a 

background check on truckers with TWICs

What is ePACS?  (Enterprise Physical Access Control System)
• ePACS are physical access control systems that DoD is modernizing that will include the 

ability to verify driver’s identity and to determine driver “fitness” to simplify carrier 
access to military installations. ePACS connects to various Government files to 
authenticate the certificate on the identification card and checks the driver against 
Government files such as the National Crime Information Center Wants and Warrants 
file. 
When will ePACS be available at installations? 

• Plan was for 70% of the Department’s facilities and installations to have modernized 
ePACS by December 2016. Initially, this capability will include scanning of the 
Transportation Worker’s Identification Credential, with expansion for scanning the REAL 
ID Act compliant driver’s license in the future. 



Base Access Update
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How do drivers enroll in ePACs? 

• Drivers may enroll at any installation visitor control center that is ePACS capable. Drivers will be required to provide 
an identification card that proves their identity. If they do not have an authorized identification card, then a 
combination of other acceptable identification documents such as a Social Security card with full name, may be 
provided in order to enroll in the ePACS. As part of this process, drivers will not be required to provide proof of 
citizenship for access. Installation personnel will conduct a criminal history background check against Government 
files. If the driver meets the “fitness” criteria, DoD will enroll the driver into ePACS. 

• After initial enrollment in ePACS, DoD gate personnel will electronically scan the driver’s identification card and the 
driver will automatically be screened via the Identity Matching Engine for Security Analysis, which is a component of 
ePACS and supports continuous screening of persons with access. If the screening does not identify any threat issues, 
the driver will retain unescorted access privileges. 

• The Department’s goal is to establish DoD-wide fitness criteria and standards to ensure consistency in access control 
decisions. Additionally, enrollment in ePACS at one installation will eventually serve as enrollment for all 
installations. 

How much does enrollment in ePACS cost? 

• Enrollment in ePACS is at no cost to the driver; however, carriers/drivers are responsible for costs associated with 
obtaining an identification card such as a Transportation Worker’s Identification Credential, REAL ID Act compliant 
driver’s license, or Enhanced Driver’s License. 

What if  a driver doesn’t have a TWIC? 

• All ePACS will eventually be capable of reading other identification cards such as Driver’s Licenses that are REAL ID 
Act compliant. 



Base Access Update
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OSD January 2017 Update

• DoD is making significant progress on fielding ePACS, with 69.52% of installations fielded to date. 
However, installations will not begin enrolling visitors in ePACS until they have 1) completed user 
training (visitor center and gate guards), 2) corrected software issues, and 3) have access policies for 
the new equipment in place. We anticipate that all of this will happen by late spring/early summer.

• The new OSD(I) policy manual is complete and is currently out for comments/coordination. The new 
manual contains a common set of disqualification criteria for all of the Services, which is a huge win as 
this will allow ePACS enrollment at one installation to transfer to other installations once we get the 
software talking correctly. 

• DoD will continue to accept REAL-IDs from compliant states and from states with a valid DHS 
extension. Of note, five more states no longer have a valid extension and enforcement will begin at 
the end of this month. The advisory below is a guide for freight carriers, but everyone should check 
the DHS website for the latest updates related to REAL-ID.

• See Military Surface Deployment and Distribution Command Customer/Carrier Advisor issued 
January 12, 2017 at 
https://www.sddc.army.mil/res/CustomerCarrierAdvisories/REAL%20ID%20Carrier%20Advisory
.pdf



QUESTIONS?
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BACKUP SLIDES
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Peak Season Communications
• Engage with Defense Media Activity to develop a year round communication strategy

• DMA Hot Spots – Four formats - Bottom Line, Homefront, Roger That and At Ease.  They 
choose the format based on the messaging of the spot.  

• Hotspots generally run 8 weeks...people will become bored with the content.  

• Five minute ‘overview video’

• Core aspect of PCS week communications
• Includes parallel/topical messaging campaign to service members and government employees
• ‘Bite size portions’ of information
• Multi-media approach: cross-generational approach (print vs. social media, etc.)

• Customer ‘Bill of Rights’
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Peak Season Communications (cont)

• Weekly Peak Season Call:  increase govt/industry crosstalk
• Rotational Topics (based on industry/services interest items)

• Week 1: PEO-T Update (DPS focus)
• Week 2: Non-DPS Shipment Types
• Week 3: QA Actions/Customer Satisfaction
• Week 4: Industry Update 

• No capacity (screen of death) reports 
• Provided feedback on areas experiencing capacity shortfalls

• Services slides
• Facilitate industry dialogue (on and offline, nationally and locally)
• Identified problem areas, leveraged associations assistance
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